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x-bionic® spherex-bionic® sphere

  Professional
  conditions for up to 

27 Olympic sports
Unparalleled
 in the world

WELCOME TO THE 
NEW CAPITAL OF SPORTS
x-bionic® sphere is the epitome of passion, a place where people experience and 
celebrate the excitement of victory and success. This unique multipurpose complex 
is open to welcomes professional athletes as well as amateur sports enthusiasts, guests 
gathering for a convention or clients looking for leisure programmes with great service 
and exceptional food.

At the resort we offer activities for visitors of all ages and nationalities and every 
national and international event is open to the general public. Unparalleled in the 
world, x-bionic® sphere is a haven for professional athletes and teams, sports 
enthusiast, families and business leaders.

x-bionic® sphere is a recognized official Olympic training centre and rapidly becoming 
the new capital of the sports world. Open year-round, with a perfect, moderate 
climate combined with first-class services, the resort meets the most demanding 
international requirements. The resort’s strategic location only 200 metres from 
the Danube River linking 10 European countries and its close proximity to Vienna, 
Bratislava and Budapest, means fast and easy access from neighbouring capitals 
and their airports.
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x-bionic® spherex-bionic® sphere

A total of 1,000,000 
    square metres Located in the

    heart of Europe 

Slovakia’s 
   Official Olympic
               Training Centre

Free time activities 
       directly in the resort
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X-BIONIC® HOTEL offers premium accommodation for up to 1,000 guests and is 
designed to cater not only to sports teams in training camps, but also to individuals 
and families with children. At x-bionic® private sphere, all 282 hotel rooms are spacious, 
able to accommodate up to 4 guests and tastefully decorated to satisfy even the 
most demanding clients. 

At the same time X-BIONIC® HOTEL provides a large convention area for your 
business meeting, exposition or conference in the setting of a private resort. 
x-bionic® convention sphere features 12 meeting spaces, including the largest 
conference room in the region seating 600 people and the unique Tuli® Cinema.

x-bionic® strato sphere seeks to create a new concept in luxury lodging with a pure 
design, noble materials and superior hospitality. x-bionic® strato sphere has 12 spacious 
rooftop suites with breath-taking sunset views divided among three pavilions. Each 
of the pavilions is unique with an exceptional atmosphere.

Whether you prefer the comfort of the sitting room or the outside terrace featuring 
both an outdoor and indoor fireplace, it will be an extraordinary experience. x-bionic® 
strato sphere offers exclusive a la carte breakfast options prepared by a personal 
chef. In addition, you can take advantage of a fully stocked private bar. x-bionic® 
strato sphere guests enjoy the services of a personal butler 24/7.

x-bionic® sphere

x-bionic® sphere creates the perfect environment for a true gastronomic adventure. 
All guests have the choice of different concepts, with a selection of four restaurants 
with different cuisines.

Olym-Pick is a buffet style restaurant open daily for breakfast, lunch and dinner, 
serving a different selection of local and international cuisine. It guarantees a fast 
and fresh option for corporate groups, sports teams, hotel guests and even walk-in 
visitors. APANI® is an Asian fusion restaurant with a live tepanyaki grill and meals 
prepared by experienced chefs and sushi masters.

At x-bionic® equestor sphere, guests can enjoy Farriers’ Steak House, featuring a 
Tuscan oven and the best selection of meat from all over the world. Golden Garden 
is an exclusive restaurant open on special occasions only, hosting private groups 
or invitation-only pop-up events. Meals are prepared by chefs whose reputations 
for some include Michelin stars awarded. In addition to the restaurants, guests can 
enjoy a drink or a game of billiard or bowling at the vibrant Legends’ Bar with either 
live music or DJs. At the hotel lobby X-Bar provides a place to sit down over a cup of 
coffee and delicious snacks.

x-bionic® sphere

   Beautiful 
              views of the  

     Danube River

Accommodating 
  up to 1,000 guests

                  tastefully decorated 282
       rooms

       Enjoy 

 4 different restaurants 
          and 2 bars

             A true

 culinary 
   experience
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x-bionic® athletic sphere meets the most demanding training and competition require-
ments for athletes of all backgrounds, professional teams and sport clubs. It features 
an IAAF certified eight-lane track and field athletic oval, four-lane oval training track 
and four long jump sand pits. Try the 130-metre ascending/descending track, perfect 
for spicing up your speed and resistance training.

The unbeatable Gym covers an area of more than 1000 square metres spread out
over three floors, fitted with Technogym, Cybex and Eleiko weightlifting equipment. 
A circuit and functional training area, cardio zone, stretching zone and weightlifting 
zone leaves nothing for excuses. After a solid workout, x-bionic® wellness sphere 
provides the best recovery in an incredible setting.

x-bionic® gymnastic sphere offers absolutely everything an athlete needs, all in one 
place. The gymnastic hall is equipped with Olympic equipment by SPIETH Gymnastics 
designed and built with athletes in mind and developed to save effort and embodies 
the key principles of safety, dynamics and consistency of high quality.

x-bionic® sphere

Exceptional 
    design

IAAF certification

         8-lane track

   4-lane 
warm up track

1000-square-metre
       3-storey gym area

x-bionic® equestor sphere’s 379,167 square metres of facilities makes it the largest 
part of the resort and includes Europe’s most modern Olympic riding centre. It has 
quickly become a favourite destination for riders from all around the world. x-bionic® 
equestor sphere boasts with three grass, three sand and two indoor riding arenas 
with an great galloping track almost two kilometres long. The horse’s comfort is con-
sidered throughout every centimetre of x-bionic® equestor sphere, with rubber brick 
pathways connecting each part to ensure safety for the horses at all times.

The permanent stalls are spacious and equipped with the latest accessories in the 
equestrian world. A hot candidate for the World Equestrian Games in 2022, x-bionic® 
equestor sphere is proving that its size, quality, equipment and sense of detail 
creates the perfect conditions for horses and riders used to the best of the best. 
Šamorín is a city proud of its rich horse-breeding history, making x-bionic® sphere 
the ideal place for all equestrian professionals and enthusiasts. 

x-bionic® sphere

3grass 3sand

2
indoor

       riding arenas 

    638 permanent 
            stables 

  show-jumping 
arenas 

3,330 
  seats 
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x-bionic® sphere

     25-metre

  indoor pool

x-bionic® aquatic sphere offers high-end facilities for professional and amateur 
swimmers, sports enthusiasts and families. A 25-metre indoor pool, a 50-metre 
outdoor Olympic-sized pool and open water swimming in the Danube allows 
cutting-edge conditions for the most rigorous training plans to be created.

Visitors have time to relax and unwind after a busy day spent at x-bionic® wellness 
sphere. Whether for a conference or to enjoy our sport facilities, choose from seven 
different saunas, a Jacuzzi or a genuine salt cave. These imaginatively designed 
facilities offer a very rich selection of opportunities to relax alone, for healing and 
to try out beautifying procedures and massages from certified spa therapists. Možnost  súkromneho 

     premietania

x-bionic® sphere

Comfortable Tuli 
         Beanbag seating

   Available for public
  and private screenings

The unique Tuli® Cinema’s original design is the first of its kind in Slovakia, its 
colourful styling and exceptional architecture right away cheering up visitors. 
The customised theatre is equipped with untraditional, comfortable seating in 
Tuli® bean bags.

The extraordinary experience is enhanced by state-of-the-art technology and an 
audio system in a cinema seating 112 people.

Apart from the newest films and favourite animated shows for the whole family, 
the Tuli® Cinema  also offers private screenings and slide shows, as well as 
made-to-order events for clients.

AdventureLand is an outdoor multipurpose and educational playground for children 
and adults of all ages spread out over an area of 13,224.27 square metres on the 
bank of the Danube River near X-BIONIC® HOTEL.

AdventureLand is divided into several zones for different age groups, with each of 
them having its own unique theme. The main aim is to introduce children to rural life 
and the hard work undertaken by their ancestors. This entertaining playground con-
sists of areas covering harvests and village life, making a using fishing nets, sailing 
a pirate ship, enjoying a water world, walking through a whale labyrinth, enjoying 
an amphitheatre, riding a cable car and CrossFit, and exercise course.

World’s most 
 colorful cinema 

50-metre outdoor
   Olympic pool 
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x-bionic® sphere encourages and works closely with revolutionary technologies 
that advocate sustainability, research and innovation. Choosing the strongest 
partners in this field further enhances innovative and ever developing legacy 
aspects of x-bionic® sphere.

AXON Neuroscience is a clinical-stage biotech company founded in 1999 with the 
globally largest team of researchers focused exclusively on tau-immunotherapies  
and tau diagnostic platforms. Axon owns a portfolio of research, diagnostic, and  
immunotherapeutic assets focused on Alzheimer´s disease and other tauopathies. 
Its two lead assets are the phase 2 active vaccines AADvac1 and a pre-clinical 
humanized monoclonal antibody AADvac2.

AADvac1 excellent phase 1 results have been published in the world-class journal 
THE LANCET OF NEUROLOGY. AADvac1 is currently the most advanced tau drug can-
didate available to Alzheimer´s disease patients, with 208 patients having already 
been recruited in an ongoing phase 2 study conducted in several EU countries.

ENERGOCHEMICA is one of the European leaders building a unique 2G bioethanol 
plant. Chemical production is a key priority, but energy and heat production are 
also significant, notably for the company’s own consumption. ENERGOCHEMICA’s 
products can be found in more than 60 countries worldwide. 80% of its production 
is exported. The product portfolio includes a wide range of organic and inorganic 
chemistry products, calcium carbide, polymers, plastics, window profiles, facade 
cladding systems and products for further processing. ENERGOCHEMICA is a 
dominant player in Europe for the manufacture of calcium carbide for production 
of acetylene. Its technologies are in compliance with legislative requirements both 
in environmental protection and occupational health and safety.

GREEN ENERGY 
AND SPORTS LEGACY
Sustainability is one of the most important principles followed by x-bionic® sphere, whose 
cogeneration unit within the resort’s biogas power plant is producing green electric power. 
Corn harvested from 600 hectares of fields provides 1 megawatt of green electrical energy 
and 1.5 megawatts of thermal energy that is mostly used at x-bionic® aquatic sphere and 
X-BIONIC®HOTEL. Besides corn silage, the biogas power plant also generates energy from 
all green waste such as grass, upgrading to today’s expected, standardised waste manage-
ment.

x-bionic® sphere’s energy generation also benefits from a natural gas based cogeneration 
unit, which produces highly efficient another 1 megawatt of electricity and heat. These two 
natural sources completely cover heat demand in the resort. x-bionic® sphere is also proud 
to be an exclusive user of mineral thermal water pumped from a 1,400 metre deep well 
located on the property. The water flowing at rate of 8.7 litre per second from this 
natural treasure certified by the Ministry of Health is not only providing natural healing 
power for a future curative spa, but also has the tremendous capacity of 1.5 megawatts 
of heat. x-bionic® sphere’s legacy is beyond the standard European level, with its belief 
that sport and environmental protection should be a part of everyone’s routine.
 
x-bionic® sphere is proud to be a frequent host of athletic activities supervised by the 
Slovak Athletic Federation. Local children learn athletic basics at x-bionic® athletic sphere, 
creating a relationship to sports at a very young age. The philosophy practised at x-bionic® 
sphere, as an Official Olympic Training Centre, is to make it possible for children of all 
ages to try many different sports and disciplines in order to be able to decide the one 
most suitable for them. x-bionic® sphere also hosts school championships and various 
sports events and offers special reduced rates for students.

x-bionic® spherex-bionic® sphere

    Green 
electricity

    Sustainability 
  throughout the resort

       Strong focus 
  on children and 
            sports legacy

    Mineral 
thermal water 
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x-bionic® sphere

Top notch athletes
   participating

Best environment
    for athletes and public 

    Nationally and

internationally acclaimed 
      sports competitions

    Cultural events 
such as concerts, stand-up 
   comedies and talk shows

PAST EVENTS 
AT X-BIONIC® SPHERE
x-bionic® sphere hosts a number of nationally and internationally acclaimed sports 
events, attracting the best elite athletes and competitors from around the world to 
come to Šamorín. Each event venue shines with its unique atmosphere, diversity and 
superlative service to create the ideal environment for both athletes and spectators.

x-bionic® sphere is an Official Olympic Training Centre offering professional conditions 
in 27 Olympic disciplines. Whether organising an equestrian event on an international 
level or a local swimming competition, athletes are able to enjoy professionally 
equipped facilities while those watching the events receive the highest level care.

In past years, x-bionic® sphere has hosted thousands of professional and amateur 
athletes, tens of thousands of spectators, receiving endorsements and good feedback 
from everywhere in the world. In addition to sporting events, x-bionic® sphere has held 
numerous cultural events such as concerts, stand-up comedy shows, talk shows and 
artistic performances. With Slovakia’s most advanced and state-of-the-art convention 
facilities, x-bionic® sphere has quickly become a very popular venue for corporate 
events and teambuildings.

We have proudly hosted clients from automotive, healthcare , finance, IT, retail and 
sport industries, while our biggest clients included Skoda, Audi, Renault, Volvo, SAP 
Forum, Coca Cola, the International Olympic Committee, the Slovak Dental Association 
and many more.

x-bionic® sphere
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x-bionic® sphere

17

X-BIONIC® SUMMER TOUR 
PRESENTED BY ENERCHOCHEMICA
JULY 17 – 29, 2018

In July 2018, x-bionic® sphere hosted two weeks of top tier equestrian competition in 
one of the most state-of-the-art sports centres in the whole Europe. The X-BIONIC® 
SUMMER TOUR took place from July 17 to July 29, 2018 and offered a range of CSI1*, 
CSI2*, CSI4* and CSI YH 1* classes for professional and amateur riders, as well as 
special competitions for young horses. The 2018 prize list included 12 Longines 
ranking classes, with a total of €575.000 prize money offered throughout the circuit.

The equestrian elites praised the exceptional training and competition environment 
alongside the hospitality X-BIONIC® SPHERE offered. The two-week X-BIONIC® SUMMER 
TOUR provided great sports achievements, a thrilling atmosphere and victory celebrations.

x-bionic® sphere

20,000
spectators

40
nations

422
riders

575,000 
prize money
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Jessica Springsteen, USA
”This place is just amazing! I mean, I had heard many 
 good things before I came here so I was really 
	 excited	to	come	and	this	complex	definitely	lives	up	
 to its expectations. I am really grateful to be here 
 this week.”

Partners



FINA 
MAY 11 – 13, 2018

x-bionic® sphere proudly welcomed a world-famous artistic swimming event FINA 
Artistic Swimming World Series. This is a new concept that includes existing 
international artistic events organised by national federations from all over the 
world. The 4th leg of FINA 2018 took place at our amazing venue. 

P-T-S 2018
JUNE 29, 2018

Athletic meeting Pravda – Televízia – Slovnaft with over 50 years of tradition was attended 
by international top elite athletes. The legendary Slovak athletic meeting celebrated its 
53rd anniversary on the x-bionic® sphere athletics track. Once again the records have been 
broken and it was an unforgettable experience for everyone. The event is broadcasted live 
on national television and enjoys great popularity.

x-bionic® sphere

Javier	Sotomayor,	Cuba
men's high jump world record holder

”I'm	thrilled.	I	traveled	the	whole	world,	but	some- 
 thing like x-binoc®	sphere	I've	never	seen	before.	
 It is like paradise on Earth. Great conditions for 
 athletes, beautiful hotel, gym, wellness, swimming 
 pools and an athletic stadium in one place. Fantasy 
 and joy of sport.”

Partners Partners

36
nations

5,000
spectators

350,000
media value

200
athletes

x-bionic® sphere

Lisa	Schott,	Canada
Head of the FINA Swimming Technical Committee 
for artistic swimming and FINA technical delegate

“The facilities are some of the best in the world.  
 They are amazing. I am blown away.”

11
nations

250,OOO
prize money

200
swimmers

5 ,000
spectators



THE CHAMPIONSHIP 2018
JUNE 2 – 3, 2018

Challenge Family is a global series of triathlon events, with 40 races in 28 different 
countries. The Championship presents a new standard in international triathlon. 
The second edition of this incredible event featured an impressive line-up, live stream, 
overall execution and positive feedback that proved x-bionic® sphere to be the right 
venue for such a great event as The Championship. Besides the main triathlon event, 
a 1.9 km swim, a 90 km bike ride and a 21.1 km run and for which the triathletes have 
to qualify during the season, the general public could enter the Olympic distance race 
(1.5 km swim, 40 km bike ride and 10 km run), either individually or as a relay team. 
In addition, a completely new event was introduced to the series called the TryAthlon, 
providing an ideal opportunity for anybody to take part and try out the sport 
of triathlon.

Lionel	Sanders,	Canada
triathlete, 2018 World Champion 
at The Championship

“The race took place at a facility called 
 x-bionic® sphere. It was probably the most 
	 amazing	place	I	have	ever	been	to.”

x-bionic® sphere

20,000
spectators

45
nations

1,200
athletes 1,000,000

media value150,000
prize money
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Partners

x-bionic® sphere
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8,000,000
global media 

reach



DARTS SLOVAK OPEN 2018
MARCH 13, 2018

In 2018, x-bionic® sphere staged the largest event for classical darts in Slovakia for both 
Slovakian and international elite dart players – The DARTS Slovak Open 2018. More than 
400 players arrived in Šamorin to compete in the WDF third category with A grade BDO 
ratings for men and B category for women. The stars of the darts world showed up in 
Šamorín to compete in this big event.

x-bionic® sphere
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x-bionic® spherex-bionic® sphere

Russ Bray 
alias ‘The Voice’ and one of the most world-famous 
judges and hosts in the darts world

“This tournament has an enormous potential. We had 
more than 400 players, it is a great participation. We 
would	like	to	have	more	than	1000	attendees	in	the	
future.  Amazing x-bionic®	sphere	fulfils	all	the	condi-
tions	for	this.	I	have	never	seen	in	my	life	something	
like	this	resort,	where	you	have	everything	what	you	
can possibly imagine.”

14
nations

10,700
prize money
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Partners

400
participants

2,000
spectators



X-BIONIC® 
INDOOR MASTER  
NOVEMBER 24 – 26, 2017

X-BIONIC® INDOOR MASTER is the season’s most elegant and exclusive event, with only 
a limited number of competitors. Situated in Europe’s biggest indoor equestrian arena 
with special VIP seating, all riders, equestrian teams and spectators can count on an 
extraordinary atmosphere featuring elite international riders from around the world 
competing for a prize of € 270,000, with horses rated for the prestigious Longines 
World Ranking in five classes. 

x-bionic® sphere
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LONGINES FEI JUMPING
NATIONS CUP™

APRIL 26 – 29, 2018

One of the most prestigious event in the world, The Nations Cup™ Division 1, was held 
in Slovakia. In addition it was the first time that Slovakia hosted a five-star level show 
jumping event. The Longines FEI Jumping Nations Cup™ is the equestrian sport’s 
largest and most historic team jumping series, featuring 13 qualifying events held on 
three continents around the world. The Longines FEI Nations Cup™ Jumping of Slovakia 
2018 brought a weekend of top sporting action, as well as an unparalleled experience 
for 600 horses and their riders. 

x-bionic® sphere

Partners
Partners

Rowan Willis, Australia
rider, 4* level show-jumper

”I	believe	that	this	is	the	best	facility	you	can	find	
	 in	the	world.	I	have	jumped	on	many	places	but	
	 this	is	definitely	the	one.	I	am	really	looking	
 forward to come back.”

45
nations

100
riders

270,000 
prize money

4,000
spectators

200
riders

6,000
spectators

600,000 
prize money

18
nations

Steve	Guerdat,	Switzerland
came first place in the CSIO 5* category

"It's	very	superb	here,	very	nice	facilities	and	great	
	 services.	It	was	a	weekend,	full	of	great	sport	
 and fantastic moments."
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SPAR EUROPEAN 
CROSS-COUNTRY 
CHAMPIONSHIP
DECEMBER 10, 2017

The town of Šamorín and the x-bionic® sphere rose to this demanding occasion 
in a masterful way. The homecoming of a top athletic event to Slovakia after two 
decades was successful. The European Cross-Country Championship, that took 
place in the x-bionic® sphere was noted for superb performances, close finishes 
on the home stretch and the dominance of powers. The event was well-attended 
and the audience didn't get discouraged neither by freezing wind or intense sun.

x-bionic® sphere
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5,000
spectators37

nations

590,000
media value

Svein	Arne	Hansen,	Norway
5th President of European Athletics

“I	can	say	honestly	that	I	have	never	been	in	such	 
	 a	fantastic	venue	as	this	for	the	SPAR	European	 
	 Cross	Country	Championships.	That	was	one	
	 of	the	best	Championships	ever.”

27

Partners

561 
athletes



FEI™ WORLD ENDURANCE 
CHAMPIONSHIP ŠAMORÍN YH 
SEPTEMBER 29, 2018

It was our honour to host the FEI™ World Endurance Championship for Young Horses for 
the second time, where 47 riders covered the 120km along river Danube in four loops of 
36, 36, 30 and 18km. It was Mohammed Al Abbar (UAE) who crossed the finish line first, 
with a very small margin on Khalid Al Nuami (QAT). This event was a highlight of the 
ARABIAN HORSE FESTIVAL 2018, which was held in the same week from September 
24 – 30, 2018 with 62 registered horses. Arabian horse festival is a new event concept 
aimed at supporting breeders of Arabian horses. The combination of fitness test and strict 
veterinary examinations will test the future of each young horse. 

x-bionic® sphere
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Lucia	Supeková,	Slovakia
endurance rider, 6th place FEI World Endurance 
Championship

”Great race, amazing feeling when I was crossing the 
finish	line	hand	to	hand	with	my	daughter	Michaela.	
We	are	traveling	around	the	world	and	traveling	for	
races, but Samorin and x-bionic sphere is our home. 
Best	races	ever	are	organized	over	here,	it	is	our	
home,	we	love	it.”

15
nations

47
riders

Partners
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FEI EUROPEAN JUMPING 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
FOR YOUNG RIDERS, JUNIORS 
AND CHILDREN
AUGUST 8 – 13, 2017

x-bionic® sphere was proud to welcome the 2017 FEI European Jumping Championship 
for Young Riders, Juniors and Children, a great moment in sport reserved for future 
European talent competing in the most prestigious Continental Championship. The 
event presented a perfect chance for riders and families to discover x-bionic® sphere's 
attractions and enjoy a full week of sport competitions and equestrian passion. 

x-bionic® sphere
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45
nations

133
riders

Incredible opening

       and closing ceremony

LONGINES FEI 
WORLD ENDURANCE 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2016
SEPTEMBER 15 – 18, 2016

The best endurance teams from across the globe, featuring 133 riders from 45 different 
nations, came to Šamorín to compete along a 160-kilometre long course. Starting with 
very successful riders such as Jaume Punti Dachs and Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohamad Al 
Maktoum of Dubai.

Grand ceremonies both opened and closed the World Endurance Championships, 
introducing the teams and celebrating their victories. Both ceremonies were held 
at the indoor equestrian hall, creating an impressive show for everyone.

x-bionic® sphere

Anthony Philippaerts, Belgium
rider, 8th place Children Individual

”I really enjoyed the race and I'm really great for the 
silver	medal.	Well,	we	could	have	had	gold	but	silver	
is	also	nice	and	not	everybody	can	have	a	medal.	
The arena in x-bionic® sphere is really nice and the 
atmosphere	was	motivating.	There	were	so	many	
people cheering up for us and the songs after clear 
runs	make	you	enjoy	the	moment	even	more.	
Goofy did great and I'm really proud of her.”
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Partners

15,000
spectators

313
riders 33

nations

Partners

Jaume Punti Dachs, Spain
endurance horse rider, 
2016 FEI World Endurance Champion

”This	is	an	amazing	venue	for	horses	and	
 riders – I really appreciate how well we 
 are taken care of here.”



x-bionic® sphere

   Enjoy the  incredible energy 

          in a place that exceeds 
         your expectations  

   All of  Europe 
              within reach 

      by air in 3 hours  

            Over  
guests from around 
    the world accommodated

      within one year

120,000
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x-bionic® sphere

CORPORATE 
EVENTS

Each event provides further evidence that x-bionic® sphere is the perfect venue for orga-
nising conventions, specialised conferences, teambuildings and other corporate events, 
offering 12 different convention and conference facility options seating a total of 1850 
guests. x-bionic® sphere is the only venue in the region with a convention hall seating 600 
guests or a foyer that can accommodate over 1000 convention guests. State-of-the-art 
technical equipment is available throughout the resort. Custom solutions tailored for each 
client guarantees incredible service and a lifetime experience.

Our qualified and professional staff can put together events on an international level, 
where maximum comfort for all our convention guests is number one priority.

x-bionic® sphere’s  strategic location just 200 metres away from the Danube, linking 10 
European countries, and the cities nearby – Vienna, Bratislava and Budapest guarantee 
fast and easy access from neighbouring capitals and their airports.

   Limitless comfort 
      for conferences 
           and convention participants
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x-bionic® sphere

        Creating a 

higher standard
                 for globally 
    acclaimed events 

        Become a part 

   of a vision   
      coming true 

x-bionic® sphere
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His Highness 
Sheikh Hamdan 
bin Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum
Crown Prince of Dubai

September 2016 

FEI	World	Endurance	Championships

His Highness
Sheikh Nasser 
bin Hamad al Khalifa
Member of the Bahraini Royal Family

June 2017

The	Championship	triathlon
FEI	World	Endurance	Championships	
(attended two world championships 
at	x-bionic®	sphere	in	12	months)

His Serene Highness 
Albert II.
Prince of Monaco

May 2017

Official	state	visit	to	Slovakia

Bill Gates
Business magnate

August 2017

CSIO	Slovakia	equestrian	event

Francois Louis Vuitton
Wine maker

September 2017

Wine tasting at Golden Garden

His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Rashid Al Maktoum
Vice President and Prime Minister, 
UAE Ruler of Dubai

September 2016

FEI	World	Endurance	Championships
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x-bionic® sphere

His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa
King of Bahrain

September 2016

FEI World Endurance 
Championships

36

Chris Powell
Personal trainer and
reality show personality

April 2016

Shooting	of	“Extreme	Makeover”	

Distinguished 
    x-bionic® sphere guests 
          from all over the World

H. H. Dr. Mona 
bint Fahad Al-Said
Princess of Oman 

May 2017

Official	Omani	delegation	
led	by	Princess	Mona	



Sebastian Kienle, Germany 
Triathlete 
Ironman World Champion, Two-time 
70.3 Ironman World Champion

June 2018 

The	Championship	2018

Steve Guerdat, Switzerland
Show jumping champion,
Olympic Champion 2012, World 
Equestrian Games Tryon 2018

April 2018 

Longines	FEI	Juming	Nations™	Cup	

Richard Varga, Slovakia
Triathlete 
ETU Triathlon European Champion, 
Four-time ITU Aquathlon World 
Champion, fastest triathlete 
swimmer, Olympian

June 2017, 2018

The	Championship	2017,	2018
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Jeroen Dubbeldam,
Netherlands
Show jumping champion
Olympic gold medallist, 2014 
winner of the World Equestrian 
Games

September 2017

X-BIONIC®	CSIO	of	Slovakia

x-bionic® sphere

Martin Škrtel, Slovakia
footballer 
Member, Fenerbahçe S.K., Captain, 
Slovak National Football Team

Training camps 
at x-bionic® sphere

Matej Tóth, Slovakia
race walker 
IAAF Race Walk World Cup Champi-
on, World Champion and Olympic 
gold medallist

June 2016, 2017, 2018

P-T-S athletic meeting
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International elite
  athletes appearing

   at x-bionic® sphere

Ramil Guliyev, Turkey
sprinter 
World Champion, national and 
European record holder, European 
Athletics Rising Star of the Year

June 2017

P-T-S athletic meeting

Marek Hamšík, Slovakia
Footballer 
Captain, S.S.C Napoli, Co-captain, 
Slovak National Football Team

Training camps 
at x-bionic® sphere

Jan Železný
Men's javelin world record holder

June 2018

P-T-S athletic meeting honor host

Javier Sotomayor, Cuba
Men's high jump world record 
holder

June 2018

P-T-S athletic meeting honor host

Lucy Charles, Great Britain
Triathlete 
Two-time Winner Challange The 
Championship, Two-time 2nd place at 
70.3 Ironman World Championship

June 2017, 2018

The	Championship	2017,	2018



Peter Sagan, Slovakia
Professional road bicycle racer,
Olympic gold and bronze medallist

April 2018

Meet	&	Greet	with	Peter	Sagan

Galatasaray S.K.
Turkish football club

August 2018 

Training camps 
at x-bionic® sphere

Alistair Brownlee, 
United Kingdom
Triathlete 
Two-time Olympic gold medallist 
and ITU Triathlon World Champion

June 2017

The	Championship	2017

Lionel Sanders, Canada
Triathlete 
Winner of the ITU Long Distance 
Triathlon World Championships, 
2nd at 70.3 Ironman World 
Championship

June 2017, 2018

The	Championship	2017,	2018
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x-bionic® sphere

Ivana Spanovic, Serbia 
Long jumper 
European Indoor Champion, 
European Outdoor Champion, 
IAAF Outdoor World Championship 
medallist

June 2017

P-T-S athletic meeting

Sergej Bubka, Ukraine
Race walker 
IAAF Race Walk World Cup Champi-
on, World Champion and Olympic 
gold medallist

June 2016, 2017

P-T-S athletic meeting
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Dominika Cibulková, 
Slovakia
Dominika is a Slovak professional
tennis player. She has won eight
WTA singles titles and two on 
the ITF Women’s Circuit.

July 2018

X-BIONIC®	SUMMER	TOUR	

Liverpool FC Under 19 
England football club

August 2018 

Training camps 
at x-bionic® sphere

Jessica Springsteen, 
USA
Show jumping champion rider

July 2018 

X-BIONIC®	SUMMER	TOUR

Martin Fuchs, 
Switzerland
Youth Olympic Gold Medailist

November 2017 

X-BIONIC®	INDOOR	MASTER

Anita Włodarczyk, Poland
Hammer thrower
Olympic champion 2012, 2016,
World record holder

June 2016, 2017

P-T-S athletic meeting

Harrie Smolders, Netherland
World n.1 in Longines Rankings

November 2017

X-BIONIC®	INDOOR	MASTER



        Taste 
the  feeling of victory  

   Enjoy the best view, 
and outstanding service  

x-bionic® sphere

        Taste 
the  feeling of victory  

   Enjoy the best view, 
and outstanding service  
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EUROPEAN 
THROWING CUP
9 – 10 March 2019

x-bionic®	sphere	is	very	proud	to	
welcome	European	Cup	in	throwing	
disciplines. The European Cup 
competition will feature best conti-
nental men’s and women’s com-
petitors under 23yo in following 
categories: shot put, discus throw, 
hammer throw, javelin throw.

X-BIONIC®
SUMMER TOUR
12. – 15. 07. 2018
19. – 22. 07. 2018

Two weeks of international 
show-jumping competitions in 
the grand premises of x-bionic® 
equestor	sphere.	X-BIONIC® 
SUMMER TOUR welcomes riders 
and horses from all over the world. 

x-bionic® sphere

2019 INTERNATIONAL EVENT 
   CALENDAR

P-T-S
June 2019

Slovakia’s	legendary	Pravda-Tele-
vizia-Slovnaft	athletic	meeting	will	
celebrate in x-bionic® sphere the 
54th running. P-T-S welcomes the 
world's athletic elite, with a 
promise of records to be broken.

SLOVAK DARTS OPEN 
23 – 24 February 2019

In	2019	x-bionic®	sphere	is	the	host	
of	dart	elite,	Slovakian	and	interna-
tional, who will present themselves 
in the biggest project of classical 
darts in Slovakia – Darts Slovak 
Open 2019.

X-BIONIC®

SUMMER TOUR
16 – 21 July 2019
23 – 28 July 2019
30 July – 4 October 2019

Three weeks of international show 
jumping competitions in the grand 
premises	of	x-bionic®	equestor	
sphere. X-BIONIC® SUMMER TOUR 
welcomes riders and horses from 
all over the world.

FINA ARTISTIC SWIMMING AGE GROUP 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2019 
15 September 2019

World	Cup	in	Synchronized	Swimming	was	organized	at	x-bionic®	sphere	by	
FINA	World	Swimming	Federation	in	2017	as	a	part	of	series	of	multiple	elite	
level	events	under	the	name	of	FINA	Artistic	Swimming	World	Series.
After this succesful event now for the first time in the history age category 
13-15yo age group competiton will be welcomed here at x-bionic® sphere, 
Šamorín. Competitors from all over the world from 12 different countries will 
participate at FINA Artistic Swimming Age Group World Championship 2019.

X-BIONIC®

INDOOR MASTER
24 – 27 November 2019
31 October – 3 November 2019

Show jumping’s most elegant and 
exclusive	event	in	the	biggest	and	
most	modern	indoor	equestrian	
hall in europe.

ARABIAN
HORSE FESTIVAL
August 2019

New	event	concept	aimed	at	suppor-
ting Arabian horse breeders. The 
combination of performance test 
and strict veterinary examinations 
will predict the future of each young 
horse. The highlight of this event is 
an auction of young horses.  

THE CHAMPIONSHIP
1 - 2 June 2019

Top	triathletes	from	all	over	the	
world	meet	at	The	Championship,	
the new standard in international 
triathlons. The thrilling race 
features a 1.9km swim, 90km 
bike ride and 21.1 km run.

ENDURANCE 
COMPETITIONS
April – October 2019

Series	of	endurance	events	that	
connects the best teams and riders 
from the entire globe, competing 
on	up	to	160-kilometre	long	
course.
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7th Pomlé Run
8 May 2019

Seventh	edition	of	the	popular	
running	event	for	the	whole	family	
through Šamorín. The course begins 
and ends directly at x-bionic® sphere, 
where both older and younger 
runners can enjoy a wide spectrum 
of fun sports activities all day.

X-BIONIC®
SUMMER TOUR
12. – 15. 07. 2018
19. – 22. 07. 2018

Two weeks of international 
show-jumping competitions in 
the grand premises of x-bionic® 
equestor	sphere.	X-BIONIC® 
SUMMER TOUR welcomes riders 
and horses from all over the world. 

x-bionic® sphere

2019 EVENT 
   CALENDAR

KNIGHTS 
AND PRINCESSES
September 2019

All	day	theme	event	mainly	for
families with children, taking 
place	in	our	AdventureLand.
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GOOD BYE 
SUMMER PARTY
September 2019

One of the best parties of the year 
is	in	x-bionic®	aquatic	sphere	and	
it	features	concerts	of	Slovak	most	
famous musicians.

CYCLING FESTIVAL
April 2019

Cycling festival in x-bionic® sphere 
is an all week event with activities 
for the entire family, starring Peter 
Sagan whom you can meet during 
meet	&	greet. 

NEW YEARS EVE
December 2019

Saying goodbye to the past year 
and welcoming the new one at a 
place with endless opportunities. 
The New Year’s program includes 
the	best	of	Slovak	entertainers.	

LADIES NIGHT
Every month

Each month a selected film premiere 
is accompanied by a tombola, 
cocktail get-together and other 
activities for ladies.

FAMILY SUNDAY
Every month

Family	focused	event	taking	place	in	
our	aquatic	sphere	and	Tuli®	Cinema	
where	a	selected		animated	film	is	
played.

AQUATIC NINJA
Summer weekends

Aquatic	Ninja	is	our	newest	atraction	
in 50-metre swimming pool where 
you can test your strenght and 
balance	while	having	fun	and	
winning	valuable	prizes.

OPEN DOOR DAY
April 2019

x-bionic® sphere opens its door to 
the public and shows all of its services 
and equipment. The visitors can 
enjoy our Tuli® Cinema, restaurants, 
trainings and much more.

SPORT FOOD FESTIVAL
September 2019

Day full of sports and healthy 
nutrition with the respected 
professionals hosted in x-bionic® 
aquatic sphere, that is Sport Food 
Festival. The sport & food pro-
gram is accompanied by concerts, 
various competitions and 
children's activities.
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Becoming a partner of x-bionic® sphere lets you experience events from a different 
perspective through our VIP services. Unlimited access to all internationally 
acclaimed events organised here in an unparalleled environment will leave you 
with memories that last a lifetime. Enjoy a glass of champagne at our VIP grandstand, 
sitting side by side with the world’s best professional athletes and distinguished 
guests of x-bionic® sphere that might happen to be from royal families or the most 
illustrious business personalities from all over the globe. Such an atmosphere 
creates the perfect opportunity for networking or a unique and unforgettable 
location for your next important meeting. Becoming a partner of x-bionic® sphere 
offers an unmatched opportunity for your business.

x-bionic® sphere offers various levels of partnership with numerous solutions, all 
aiming to fulfil your needs and expectations. Custom solutions are also available, 
guaranteeing a perfect fit for an enterprise looking to become visible, with the 
most significance to the specific company.

Experience events

from a different perspective
        with our VIP services

x-bionic® sphere

Experience events

from a different perspective
        with our VIP services

Create memories
    in an unparalleled 
 environment 
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      BECOME A
PARTNER
     OF X-BIONIC® SPHERE

Unlimited access 
        to  internationally  
     acclaimed events 

   Perfect 
opportunity
     for networking Create memories

    in an unparalleled 
 environment 
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TAILOR-MADE PARTNERSHIP
x-bionic® sphere is prepared to offer tailor-made partnerships and solutions that fit 
the partner’s needs and wants the most. 
x-bionic® sphere is open to new ideas, perspectives and is always ready for limitless 
creativity in a limitless environment. With a resort of 1.000.000 m2, the possibilities 
are countless.

 Where do you see your brand?
 Which sphere matches your brand the most?
 Which event meets your brand’s ideology?
 Which part of x-bionic® sphere can be of use to your company?
 Name a facility/congress room/sphere after your company 
 Creative logotype exposure options (e.g. advertisement in Tuli® Cinema before 

 all screenings, LED screens within resort, TVs in hotel rooms)  
 Barter options for supplying partners

PARTNERSHIP	2018
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TAILOR-MADE 
PARTNERSHIP
x-bionic® sphere offers custom partnerships and solutions that fit what partners 
need and want the most.

x-bionic® sphere is open to new ideas and perspectives and always ready to 
provide unlimited creativity in a limitless environment. A million square metre 
resort provides endless possibilities.

 Where do you see your brand?
 Which sphere matches your brand the most?
 Which event meets your brand’s ideology?
 Which part of x-bionic® sphere can your company utilise?
 Name a facility/convention room/sphere after your company
 Creative logotype exposure options (advertise at Tuli® Cinema prior to films, 

 at resort LED screens, hotel room TVs)
 Barter options for supplying partners

x-bionic® sphere

LAND ROVER 
EXPERIENCE

Land	Rover	test	rides	during	
X-BIONIC®	SUMMER	TOUR	2018.

PRIZE 
HARIBO

Prize	giving	of	the	Prize	Haribo	
during	FEI	Jumping	Nations™	Cup	
Youth	2018.

RED BULL 
AIR SHOW

Red Bull Air Show during 
The	Championship	2018.

RADLER ZONE 

Year round Radler zone at 
x-bionic®	aquatic	sphere	
includes branded umbrellas, 
sunbeds,	banners	&	more.

COCA COLA CASTLE

Coca	Cola	bouncing	castle	during	
The	Championship	2018.

      TAILOR-MADE
PARTNERSHIP
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x-bionic® sphere 
Dubová 33/A, Šamorín  |  Slovakia
  Call center +421 313 262 000

 info@x-bionicsphere.com
www.x-bionicsphere.com

mailto:%20info%40x-bionicsphere.com%20?subject=
https://www.x-bionicsphere.com/en/

